
EverBlock Systems Launches Innovative
Tubular-Shaped Blocks That Rotate to Create
Shifting Wall Designs and Dividers

EverCurve Office Rounded Open-Wall

EverBlock, a Division of Versare Solutions

has developed cylinder-shaped modules

that connect to create sweeping curved,

wavy or straight wall dividers.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA, UNITED

STATES, February 18, 2021

/EINPresswire.com/ -- EverBlock, the

leading manufacturer and provider of

modular building systems has

developed a unique cylinder-shaped

building block system called,

EverCurve. EverCurve consists of a

series of interlocking tubular modules

that connect to create walls, dividers,

open partitions and other fun objects.

The EverCurve system consists of 3-cylinder shapes, as well as a rounded finishing cap. As with

the EverBlock modular building blocks, EverCurve is available in 16 vibrant color options. Each

As leaders in the modular

building block market, we

wanted to provide an

innovative way for clients to

create different wall types

by simply rotating cylinder-

shaped tubular walls and

blocks. ”

Joshua Brownfeld

EverCurve module has a set-backed, rounded, connector

lug, on top, that is designed to allow additional tubes to

nest, and lock, on top. 

Tube modules are designed to connect easily, using a

pressure fit which creates a strong link between blocks.

Tubes can then rotate around this pressure fit, allowing for

the creation of various shapes and angles.

Alternate EverCurve colors to build amazing modular

partitions that add fun and excitement to your space.

Choose between fully closed tubes or tubes with open

http://www.einpresswire.com


Cylinder-Shaped Modular Building Blocks to Build

Wavy, Curved or Straight Walls

Tubular Blocks to Build Fun Office Walls, Partitions or

Desktop Dividers

spacing for ventilation and visibility. 

Add curves to sections for added

stability or to follow existing floor

plans, surround furniture, or create

visually stunning architectural patterns

for dividers. 

EverCurve modules are designed to be

100% reusable and reconfigurable and

tubular modules are also recyclable.

EverBlock, a Division of Versare

Solutions, LLC. Minneapolis based

company manufactures life-size

modular building blocks, wall panel

systems, portable free-standing

partitions, tabletop screens and

modular flooring systems.

# # #

For additional information on

EverBlock or EverCurve, please call

844-905-4370 or email

sales@everblocksystems.com.

Joshua Brownfeld

EverBlock Systems, a Division of Versare Solutions
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/535614158
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